
iStatements
T H E  P O W E R  B E H I N D  I N T E R A C T I V E  C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

customer interaction, control costs
Optria iStatements—part of our Customer 
Communications Management Suite— 
is a powerful, interactive online 
communications solution that enables 
financial institutions to provide customers 
and members with a far more dynamic, 
engaging and convenient alternative to 
paper-based communications: account 
statements, notices, marketing information 
and other correspondence.  

Far beyond the typical PDF image of a 
static, unbranded, text-only statement, 
Optria iStatements takes traditional 
electronic statements to an unprecedented 
level of value-added interactivity. It 
transforms average statements into highly-
engaging, fully interactive documents that 
can incorporate customized, individually 
targeted marketing campaigns, graphics, 
cross-sell opportunities, live links to 

your website, special offers, drill down 
capabilities to review detailed account 
information and more. Optria iStatements 
offers both a “push” (email) and a “pull” 
(online, interactive capabilities) strategy to 
maximize engagement opportunities with 
every customer or member. 

Optria iStatements will enable your 
organization to realize substantial savings 
on printing and postage costs; increase 
sales opportunities; and strengthen 
relationships with your customers and 
members. Plus, by converting customers to 
online statements and significantly reducing 
paper waste, your institution can lessen 
environmental impact and help conserve 
precious natural resources. Optria 
iStatements delivers a host of benefits—
and a distinct competitive edge—to 
your institution. 
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“Optria iStatements 

goes beyond 

traditional electronic 

statements to 

provide a far 

more engaging 

option through the 

system’s interactive 

capabilities.”

R O B E RT  G R A H A M

Senior Vice President  
and Chief Information  
Officer 

 Farmers & 
 Merchants Bank

Long Beach, California



High-Value Statements
THAT BUILD LOYALTY

As consumers rely more and more on the 
Internet for everything from paying bills to 
booking travel, providing superior online 
communications is absolutely vital to 
retaining your customers and expanding 
their relationships with you. Optria iStatements 
helps your institution meet the increasing 
demands of your customers and members 
with a solution that significantly improves 
the visual appeal, content and functionality 
of standard print statements.  

Optria iStatements delivers branded,  
graphics-rich documents with powerful 
value-added interactive capabilities. 
Hyperlinks  can be embedded within 
the electronic document, which make it 
simple for customers and members to easily 
access their entire customer relationship 
from one centralized location. Plus, you can 
include personalized marketing messages 
that link customers to online applications 
where they can take immediate action, 
providing an effortless revenue generating 
channel for your institution. 

Optria iStatements is highly configurable 
and integrates with most of the leading 
Internet banking products, imaging systems, 
and financial institution core processing 
systems. As such, the system gives 
customers the ability to perform research on 
their accounts  24/7 to find transactions by 
date, amount or item number and also 

retrieve check images—all without any 
assistance from your institution’s staff.
Customers can take advantage of the 
system’s handy online reconciliation tool, 
which enables them to quickly balance a 
statement to their check register. The tool 
automatically fills in known information and 
then performs the necessary calculations, 
greatly simplifying the reconciliation 
process and increasing customer satisfaction 
with your organization.  And, with identity 
theft and fraud a constant concern, 
Optria iStatements’ email delivery option 
provides a highly secure delivery channel 
with encryption features to protect your 
customers’ data.
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Benefits
TO YOUR INSTITUTION

 Reduce printing, postal costs

 Increase sales opportunities

 Gain competitive advantage

 Drive website traffic

 Strengthen customer service

 Reinforce customer loyalty

 Improve staff productivity 

 Reduce incidents of theft and  
fraud associated with   
paper statements

 Encourage eco-friendly  
 practices

Support GREEN PRACTICES

Encouraging your customers and members 
to go paperless isn’t just good for business, 
it’s good for the environment. Reducing the 
amount of paper that banks and credit unions 
regularly generate would have a major impact 
on preserving endangered forests, conserving 
energy and landfill space.

Optria iStatements not only provides an 
alternative to printed documents, but it 
includes a variety of value-added features to 
encourage customers and members to opt 
out of paper-based communications. From 
visual appeal to an interactive format that 

puts a wealth of account information right at 
customer fingertips, these valuable features 
offer incentives to lessen or eliminate reliance 
on costly paper statements. And the system’s 
easy-to-use, self-service interface further helps 
persuade customers to switch to eco-friendly 
online communications. 

Incorporating sustainable practices,
like limiting paper waste, will clearly 
demonstrate to your customers and 
members—as well as staff—that 
your institution is dedicated to being 
environmentally responsible.
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Reap the Rewards
OF INTERACTIVITY 33The advanced functionality of Optria 
iStatements delivers strong benefits that 
allow your institution to maximize the return 
on your technology investment.

Increased Marketing Opportunities
The interactive format of Optria iStatements 
provides a powerful platform to strengthen 
your marketing initiatives. The user-friendly, 
flexible system allows you to incorporate 
eye-catching promotional messages that 
are personalized and targeted to specific 
customers and members. Then, with a 
simple click of the mouse, customers are 
linked to a pre-filled application where they 
can sign up for other offerings. With Optria 
iStatements, your institution can avoid 
expensive, time-consuming direct mail and 
leverage the immediacy and convenience of 
an online channel to get profitable results.

Reduced Print, Labor and Postage Costs
By enhancing the value of your statements 
and other correspondence through Optria 
iStatements, your customers and members 
will be more inclined to opt out of printed 
communications, dramatically reducing your 
printing, fulfillment and postage expenses.  
Your institution can stop spending dollars per 
statement and reduce these costs to a few 
cents per statement. The system further 
enables you to add multiple customer 
messages into the electronic documents, 
minimizing the costs and hassle of printed 
direct mail and unnecessary, unproductive 
inserts.

Improved Staff Productivity and Efficiency
Through the system’s automated enrollment 
function, Optria iStatements empowers 
your customers and members to choose 
how they want to receive and view their 
information at the account and document 
level, further encouraging the adoption of 
online statement and document delivery.  
Likewise, it makes your staff more productive 
by eliminating labor-intensive manual 
tasks associated with paper statement and 
correspondence production, freeing up your 
institution’s resources to be redeployed to 
other revenue generating opportunities. 

Increased Web
Traffic to
Drive New   
Opportunities
With the
unprecedented 
level of 
interactivity 

provided in Optria iStatements, you can 
drive more customers and members to 
your website, exposing them to additional 
product and service offerings such as bill 
payment services.  With embedded links 
and other value-added interactive features, 
customers and members have access to a 
wealth of information not only about their 
accounts, but about your institution.  Your 
organization can more effectively capture 
expanded business opportunities and 
deepen its connection to customers.

Easy to Install, Use and Maintain
Seamlessly integrated with all major core 
and imaging systems, including release-
level support, Optria iStatements is easy to 
install so your institution can quickly start 
deploying robust features. Because the 
technology is built in an open, Windows-
based environment, the system is extremely 
user friendly, and requires minimal staff 
training to launch new products and service 
offerings, create marketing campaigns, 
communicate bank news and more. Ongoing
system maintenance requires little effort and 
resources, lowering the total cost of ownership. 

Optria iStatements 
empowers your 
customers and 
members to choose 
how they want to 
receive and view 
their information 
at the account 
and document 
level, further 
encouraging the 
adoption of online 
statement and 
document delivery.
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Optria iStatements KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES WHAT IT MEANS 

 Paperless, online delivery Significantly reduces print and mail costs; meets customer demand for Internet   
communications and environmentally-friendly options; drives web traffic, exposing  
customers and members to additional products and services

 Fully-branded, graphics-rich Strengthens brand identity; provides more visual appeal than standard print. text files 
customer communications or traditional PDF electronic statements; maintains design consistency of other 

customer correspondence

 Value-added interactive Navigation via marketing hyperlinks and other dynamic content provides customers  
  capabilities and members with access to immediately review new products or services on their own, 

freeing up staff resources and improving efficiency; builds loyalty and enhances the  
overall customer experience for stronger retention and higher adoption rates

 Segment-of-one marketing Increases sales opportunities by promoting relevant products and services  
through personalized messages; eliminates the need for expensive direct mail

 Online customer enrollment Empowers customers to take immediate action to sign up for new products and  
services, creates improved customer satisfaction/loyalty, drives higher adoption  
rates, gives flexibility to choose how they receive their new statements and 
documents

 Account reconciliation tool Provides value-added service to improve customer satisfaction; gives customers 
an automated tool for easily reconciling their statement; increasing staff productivity

 Seamless integration Fully integrated with all major core, internet banking  and imaging systems, including  
release-level support

 Delivers both “push” and Provides “push” (email) and “pull” (online interactive) capabilities for maximum flexibility 
 “pull” delivery to satisfy the unique demands and preference of customers and members

 Full compliance Ensures compliance with regulatory requirements such as Regulation E and E-Sign Act;  
supports paperless delivery of major regulatory disclosures 

 System efficiency Turnkey implementation enables your institution to quickly start generating  
high-impact communications; superior processing system reduces statement production  
cycle time; delivers overall low cost of ownership

 User-friendly interface Provides staff members complete control to rapidly deploy new products, comply  
with regulatory changes and make routine system modifications without costly,   
time-consuming custom programming, increasing staff productivity and efficiency

 Encryption features  Email delivery with encryption provides heightened security for sensitive  
customer information vs. mailed correspondence

 Supports green initiatives Significantly reduces paper waste through statement aggregation, elimination  
of special inserts and a key system feature that provides selective print  
suppression by account and by document

 Multi-lingual and font Supports multiple languages to capture expanded business opportunities in   
size options increasingly diverse markets and selective individual font size options for easier 

viewing and special needs

 Integrates with  
 Optria Suite 

Integrates with Optria Communiqué to deliver a comprehensive 
customer communications management solution 

THE POWER BEHIND GREAT CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS

Optria, LLC provides customer communications management software exclusively for the financial 
industry. Our Customer Communications Management Suite—consisting of Optria Communiqué, 
Optria iStatements and Optria Impression—enables banks and credit unions to easily create relevant, 
branded printed and electronic communications and marketing campaigns, as well as provide 
customers and staff with account alert capabilities for dynamic, personalized communications with 
every customer.  Optria’s solutions are proven to increase productivity, reduce costs, increase revenue 
and help financial institutions create a greener environment.

             50 Leanni Way    Suite C5     Palm Coast, Florida  32137     Phone: +1 407.804.6001     www.optria.com
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